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• Isolated photon production:
• LL-radiation (ISR, FSR) • QQ-radiation (incoming or outgoing quark) • Isolated photons: -do not undergo hadronisation process, therefore provide a direct probe of the underlying partonic process -allow to test QCD matrix elements -it is expected for isolated photons + jets to be more sensitive to the underlying partonic process, compared to inclusive photons -fraction of the background is smaller for photons + jets compared to inclusive photons Deep inelastic scattering
Accompanying jet E jet T > 2.5 GeV −1.5 < η jet < 1.8
Background to isolated photons
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Photons from decays of neutral mesons:
→ it is the main source of the background → opening angle of two photons after π 0 decay:
At E = 5 GeV φ = 1.55
• for π 0 and φ = 6.3
• for η-mesons → there is a possibility to use shower shape method Photons from quark to photon fragmentation → this process occurs over long distances and cannot be calculated perturbatively → easy to suppress by applying of the isolation cut Following variables are using to describe the shower shape: 
• HERAPDF1.0 for PDF parametrisation • Calculated by S.P.Baranov, A.V.Lipatov, N.P.Zotov (Phys.Rev.D81:094034,2010) (BLZ):
• investigation of the prompt photon production in DIS at HERA in the framework of kt-factorisation QCD approach • based on the off-shell partonic amplitude eq * → eγq • taken into account photon radiation from the leptons as well as from the quarks • unintegrated proton parton densities are used in the KMR form
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• In the kt-factorisation approach the contribution from the quark radiation subprocess (QQ mechanism) is enhanced compared to the leading-order collinear approximation , E elec > 10 GeV, 140
• The width of the GKS NLO predictions represents theoretical uncertainty due to factorisation and renormalisation scales, varied independently by factor 2 up and down • The width of the BLZ predictions shows the uncertainty due mainly to the procedure of fixing the rapidity of the jets from the evolution cascade in the factorisation approach • GKS predictions systematically underestimate data and BLZ overestimate them 
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ZEUS
Fit Monte Carlo to the data using x γ variable
In LO, x γ is a fraction of the incoming photon energy given to the final state photon and jet
Theoretical predictions
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